No less than 5 centuries ago, hospitals across the developed world served a singular purpose: to quarantine the ill. Soon after, a more modern world demanded the aggressive evolution of hospital systems to transform this purpose to a higher, more noble calling: to heal the sick. Termed volunteer hospitals, these institutions sprouted throughout Europe and the American colonies and ultimately provided a platform to readdress the evolving ideals of death and dying.1

Central to these ideals are the social expectations to provide expeditious, compassionate, and efficacious care. Achieving these noble objectives in the modern healthcare system has grown more complicated as greater emphasis is placed on additional goals: parsimony and profitability. Therefore, as the expectations of these complicated systems grow, transparency in hospital performance markers has become an expected mandate.2–4 The metrics by which hospitals are measured—risk-standardized mortality rates within 30 days of admission and risk-standardized unplanned readmission rates within 30 days of discharge—became commonplace and therefore considered attention has been diverted to the development of strategies addressing these metrics.5,6

Unfortunately, goals of care designations are not included in current Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) endorsed heart failure risk adjustment models.7,8 In fact, the do not resuscitate (DNR) order has become a critical component of the care for the patient with end stage heart failure: exalting patient’s wishes and perhaps, focusing on comfort.

In this issue of Circulation: Heart Failure, the retrospective analysis by McAlister et al9 evaluated the hitherto unaccounted patient’s wishes and perhaps, focusing on comfort. Of the patients designated as full code, 99% (657 of 664) of patients receiving some form of a goals of care designation at the time of discharge was the variable most strongly associated with outcomes in the first 30 days after discharge. Agreeably, the exclusion of later DNR patients was important—lest crossing over bias—as this population may have warranted a revision to the goals of care vis-à-vis a decline in status during the index hospitalization. In addition, performance measures were deeply affected depending on the inclusion or exclusion of goals of care designations; chiefly, exclusion of DNR designation lowered the risk-adjusted 30-day mortality rate.

Agreeably, the exclusion of later DNR patients was important—lest crossing over bias—as this population may have warranted a revision to the goals of care vis-à-vis a decline in status during the index hospitalization. In addition, performance measures were deeply affected depending on the inclusion or exclusion of goals of care designations; chiefly, exclusion of DNR designation lowered the risk-adjusted 30-day mortality rate.

Interestingly, although each patient in the study had a goals of care designation recorded on admission, only 14% of the study patients had formal documentation of a goals of care discussion. Of the patients designated as full code, 99% (657 of 664) of patients receiving some form of a goals of care discussion switched to DNR status. The infrequency in seizing these watershed moments as opportunities to address goals of care through proper documentation needs to be further evaluated. Moreover, patients with admission DNR orders were less likely to be treated by cardiologists and less likely to receive relevant imaging (echocardiography), whereas those designated as DNR at discharge were less likely to receive goal-directed medical therapy (neurohormonal blockade and anticoagulation) or discharge counseling. This is unfortunate because the latter 2 resources are included in the CMS benchmark for heart failure discharges.6 Furthermore, as some of these therapies may provide symptom relief, withholding them in DNR populations may be inappropriate.10

The authors elaborated on the dramatic discrepancy in distribution of DNR designation between hospitals; notably, 9
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admission DNR orders ranged between 0% and 36%. Indeed, more than half of hospitals at extreme quintiles would have been reclassified on the exclusion of admission DNR orders. This demonstration is a huge achievement in illustrating the diversity in goals of care discussions among hospital systems. Unfortunately, a standardization of DNR designation may prove elusive because goals of care discussions have become less of a science, but more of an art. Furthermore, DNR patients represent a heterogeneous cohort, including a spectrum of health varying from those patients harboring philosophical and spiritual wishes against cardiopulmonary resuscitation to those patients electing palliation and hospice care.

In an earlier study, Dunlay et al evaluated the association of resuscitation preferences and its relation to survival. Interestingly, close to 40% of patients in this study had changed preferences over time; notably, 6% of patients initially DNR changed to full code at one point during the study period. Crossing over from DNR to full code was not observed reported in the McAlister et al study. Furthermore, the Dunlay et al study reported decreased mobility provided the strongest association to DNR designations. Mobility and frailty were not addressed in the McAlister study, or reflected on the EFFECT risk score.9

Importantly—as observed in the Dunlay et al study—a significant number of DNR patients were noted in this heart failure population (which is a higher representation than just 2 decades ago).10 This may be because of an increased recognition of the importance of palliative strategies among care providers treating patients with heart failure.

In the field of computer science, the term GIGO refers to the input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, this acronym has also been referred to as Garbage In, Gospel Out, a reference to the fact that many put excessive trust in this acronym has also been referred to as Garbage In, Gospel Out). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT). More recently, input of nonsensical data (Garbage IN) may lead to the production of nonsensical decisions (garbage OUT).
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